AMIGO’S GUITAR
Record: Mountain Recordings MR-85 by Mountain Men
Dance by Carl Schappacher

ROUND DANCE WRITTEN TO SQUARE DANCE FIGURES

SEQUENCE: A B A B A END

OP-FCG WALL - NO HNDS

INTRO: BOW TO YOUR PTR ;
DO-SA-DO TO PROM POS ;;

A: PROM 8 STPS ;;
CLOVERLEAF (CIR AWY & TOG) FC ;;
DO-SA-DO ;;
STAR THRU & CALIF TWRL ;;
PROM (8 STPS) ;;
CLOVERLEAF TO FC ;;
DO-SA-DO ;;
SWING PARTNER & TWRL 2 ;;

B: PROM 8 STPS ;;
CLOVERLEAF TO FC ;;
STAR BY THE RIGHT & STAR BY THE LEFT ;;
CLOVERLEAF TO FC ;;
SLIDE THRU & PARTNER TRADE ;;
ROLLAWAY w/½ SASHAY ;;
CLOVERLEAF ;;
SWING PARTNER & TWRL 2 ;;

END: CLOVERLEAF TO FC ;;
APT & PT ;